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Good Luck Chuck is the love story of the year about a dentist who can charm women but never
get a date on the same night he sleeps with them. After a woman with a fiancé sneaks into his

apartment, he's on a quest to break the "good luck" curse that has kept him single. But he's well
on his way to revenge, when he finds a woman he truly loves, who just broke up with her fiancé
the night before. I think it’s safe to say that Good Luck Chuck has made Dane Cook well-known

to all of us. That’s because he has always been one of my favorite funny actors. He has a
wonderful sense of humor. I don’t know about you, but when I watch a comedy, I laugh a lot and
that’s what makes me fall in love with it. I thought this was an adorable romantic comedy. I love
anything that has to do with ice, penguins, and women’s breasts. I think this film is the perfect
movie for a day at the ice rink, a perfect family movie, or just a fun romantic way to spend a
day. Good Luck Chuck is the tale of the owner of a now defunct landscaping company in the

country that has been, until now, cursed by a make-believe girl who he once kissed and never
saw again. Played by Dane Cook, Chuck is a single man looking for true love. His best friend and
next door neighbor, Dr. Stuart Klaminsky, a plastic surgeon, advised that he go on a quest to see
what has happened to all of the women he has been with after their first date. It is revealed that

Chuck is indeed a "Lucky Chuck", although he does not realize it. While on his journey, Chuck
meets Cam Wexler, who works as the penguin caretaker at the aquarium. Cam is leery of Chuck
and his Lucky Chuck status, and she wants absolutely nothing to do with him, as she is in love

with her next-door neighbor, Max.
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dane cook plays charlie logan, a young successful single
guy. charlie has never really had a girlfriend before. every
single girl he dates wants to marry him. sure charlie is a

lucky charm for all of them, but it turns out there is a
curse. cam gets a chance to be with charlie in new york
and falls in love with him. luckily for charlie, cam forgets
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to be a one-night stand and falls in love with him too.
there are some issues to be worked out as they try to

make their relationship work. written by thomas haden
church (tommy church). in 2007, good luck charlie

debuted on the disney channel. the disney channel still
aired reruns of the drew carey show. when the sitcom
debuted the disney channel took down the reruns of
carey, which put them into a bit of a box: what show
could they air? by the end of the first season of the

sitcom the disney channel had decided to give it a spinoff.
as the reviews started rolling in on the fledgling sitcom,
all the actresses playing charlie's girlfriends were soon
approached by other networks. good luck charlie ended

up becoming one of the most popular shows on the
disney channel and one of its most popular sitcoms of all-

time. problem was that by the end of the show, the
disney channel was becoming more and more unhappy
with the long-running show and started looking for ways

to get rid of the show. there are several reasons they had
to dump the show. they started trying to clear the way by

airing episodes out of order. my heart sank when i saw
good luck charlie was ending. when it was announced in

october 2014, it was such a bummer. i was thrilled when i
realized i wasn't going to be watching the good luck

charlie movie for the first time. i knew what i was in for.
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